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Preface
This issue of the Journalmarks the debut of our Winter edition. Continuing our search for excellence, the editorial staff has
worked extremely long and hard hours to give this inaugural issue
a proper introduction.
Our feature article on German occupational safety andhealth regulation is sure to be the seminal writing on the subject.
Cogently, lucidly and provocatively, Kenneth Kilimnik discusses
the West German workers compensation system from an American perspective. Certainly, it is to be an invaluable resource to
academics and practitioners alike. Finally, two extensive student
comments complete the issue. One examines the principle of religious liberty and the practice of states, and the other the problem
of inadequate legislation governing the international kidnapping of
children.
Bernard M. Rethore
Editor-in-Chief

The editors of the Dickinson Journal of International Law
are pleased to dedicate this issue to Joseph B. Kelly, the Elsie de
R. Orlando and Samuel P. Orlando Distinguished Professor of
Law. Professor Kelly has served as teacher and scholar at the
Dickinson School of Law for almost twenty years. We dedicate
this, our first winter issue, to Professor Kelly in recognition of his
encouragement and support in the founding of this international
law journal. The following inscription reveals the diverse interests
and generous spirit so characteristic of Professor Kelly. His unobtrusive availability is his gift to us all.

